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In this paper we explore the process of innovation. The aim of this paper is to lie the

foundations of a larger study on innovation in small and medium sized industrial enterprises.

This chapter discusses the background and the objective of the research. Chapter two deals

with the main theoretical issues underlying this research. In chapter three a theoretical

framework is presented explaining the process of innovation. This framework will be

elaborated on in later works.

BACKGROUND

Innovation, it is often been said, is the key to durable economic success of firms and,

therefore, lies at the heart of our economy and our welfare. There is no point arguing against

that. In the past, many studies have focused on what innovation is. Innovation can come in

many different forms, e.g. new products, new services, new technologies, new markets, new

production processes, new organizational structures, etc. Innovation can be defined from the

narrow perspective of technological innovation to the comprehensive perspective of the

innovative firm that takes all the apparitions of innovation into account.

Contemporary studies on innovation' suggest that, in order for it to be successful, innovation

has to be an organization-wide effort. Hence the term `the innovative firm'. In this study we

will depart from this concept as well. In fact, we are interested in finding the characteristics of

innovative firms, i.e. the characteristics of firms that place innovation at the heart of their

operations. As these contemporary studies also show those characteristics are not limited to

the firm itself. One of the essential characteristics of innovative firms is that they look beyond

the boundaries of their own organization to other firms in order to find resources for

innovation. Often this search for resources will result in collaboration in networks. And

networks have important spatial characteristics, particularly in relation to innovation (cf.

Oerlemans 1996).

By demanding center stage for the firm - and for small and medium sized industrial firms in

particularz - we follow the line of Porter. When looking for the competitive advantage of

z

For example Best 1990 and Porter 1990

Exactly what small and medium enterprises are depends on the definition given to them. Dutch

statistics usually consider firms with less than 100 employees to be small and medium sized.

According to this definition more than 900~0 of Dutch firms is to be considered small and medium

sized. International statistics, e.g. OECD or EU statistics, will also consider firms with less than 250,

or even 500, employees to be small and medium sized. Following that definition some 980~0 of Dutch

firms is small or medium sized. This to illustrate the importance of small and medium sized

enterprises. In this study we will follow the Dutch definition of small and medium sized enterprises.

We choose the industrial sector as the subject of our research as innovation is most easily studied in

this sector. The industrial sector in Western countries has a share of 15 to 250~o in total employment

and contributes 20 to 30a~o of gross national product. That is less than the services sector, but it still

gives the industrial sector a central place in the economy. Moreover, we believe that the process and

the sources with regard to innovation will not be fundamentally different in the services sector
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nations - in his much acclaimed work of the same title - he stated that the right question is not

to ask for the competitive advantage of nations, instead, we must look for the competitive

advantage of firms. For it are firms that compete, not countries. In this study we follow the

same line. When we look at innovation we will, thus, first look to the firm itself; what internal

characteristics must a firm have in order to be innovative. From there on we will address

questions as how other firms and the spatial dimension contribute to innovation.

OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH

Considering the changed, and indeed changing, economic order it is necessary to develop a

contemporary explanatory framework of innovation. Starting from the perspective of the firm,

this framework should take into account the growing importance of inter-firm collaboration

with respect to innovation, the spatial dimensions of networking (e.g. buyer-supplier relations,

alliances, etc.), and also the need to organize things within the firm in quite different ways

then was the case under the old regime of Fordism and Taylorism.

The objective of this research is to develop a conceptual modeUtheoretical framework of

(the process of) innovation in small and medium sized industrial enterprises and to

support this framework with empirical data.

We consider innovation to originate from several sources or resources. In other words, the

innovation process is fueled by making use of the sources of innovation. These sources first of

all lie within the firm itself, but also within the collaboration in networks with other firms and

the spatial dimensions of these networks. In order to develop a framework of innovation we

will have to identify its sources first, and also the relations and interconnections between these

sources, i.e. develop a tool to describe and explain the process of innovation.

As said in the previous, in this paper we will lie the foundations for such a theoretical

framework. In later works we will elaborate on the theoretical framework by further exploring

the issues discussed in this paper. In our study to (the sources of) innovation we will make use

of existing theories. Much has already been written on innovation in networks and on the

spatial dimensions of (innovation) in networks. On the other hand, relatively few studies have

focussed on the combination of these three perspectives (i.e., innovation, networks, and their

spatial dimensions) in one study. In this sense our study will make an important contribution

to the understanding of the innovation process.

compared to the industrial sector. That makes the study of innovation in the industrial sector quite

relevant indeed.



The central theme of this research project is innovation and no study on innovation is

complete without Schumpeter. Our theoretical background, therefore, begins with a discussion

of Schumpeter's `theory of innovation'. In the next sections the changes in the economy, that

have made Schumpeter's theory look somewhat out of touch with the economic realities of

today, are considered and interpreted in a Schumpeterian way. We will then lay the

foundations for a contemporary theory of innovation based on the Schumpeterian views.

SCHUMPETER AND THE CONCEPT OF INNOVATION

One of the first, and indeed most influential, thinkers on innovation was the Austrian-

American economist J.A. Schumpeter (1883-1950). Central to the work of Schumpeter is the

question of economic development and the factors underlying economic development. The

most important of those factors that Schumpeter identified were innovation and

entrepreneurship. In this section we discuss Schumpeter's concept of innovation and some of

the critique that can be given at Schumpeter's views.

The 5chumpeterian view of innovation

Schumpeter thought of capitalism as an evolutionary process. By its nature capitalism cannot

be stationary but it is constantly changing. (Schumpeter 1944, p.82) The most important force

behind this dynamism of capitalism is the generation by firms ofnew consumer products, new

methods of production and transport, new markets, and new systems of industrial

organization. (Schumpeter 1935, p.100)

New combinations and creative destruction

Schumpeter, thus, places innovation at the heart of economic development. Innovation is

simply thought of as the doing of new things or the doing of existing things in a new way.

(Swedberg 1991, p.412) This is achieved by making new combinations of existing means of

production: `Durchsetzung neuer Kombination', to establish new combinations. (Schumpeter

1935, p.100). This way a process emerges of "industrial mutation (...) that incessantly

revolutionizes the economic structure from within, incessantly destroying the old one,

incessantly creating a new one. This process of Creative Destruction is the essential fact about

capitalism." (Schumpeter 1944, p.83, original emphasis)

By making use of new combinations, in other words by innovating, a new kind of

competition, other than price competition, emerges. According to Schumpeter, too much

emphasis has been put on price competition. He states that: "as soon as quality competition

and sales efforts are admitted to the sacred precincts if theory, the price variable is ousted

from its dominant position." (p.84) And further:
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"[I]t is not that kind of competition [price competition] that counts but the competition from the

new commodity, the new technology, the new source of supply, the new type of organization (...) -

competition which commands decisive cost or quality advantage and strikes not at the margins of

the profits and the outputs of existing firms but at their foundations and their very lives." (p.83)

This kind of competition, where old combinations are replaced by new ones, is the process of

Creative Destruction. Innovation, and the innovating firm in particular, is the engin of

economic deve[opment, the source of dynamism in the capitalist system. A firm always has to

be aware of the possibility that a competitor will try to undermine its position by using new

combinations. Or in Schumpeter's own words: "competition of the kind we now have in mind

acts not only when in being but also when it is merely an ever-present threat." (p.85)

Entrepreneurship and the function of innovation

Responsible for the establishing of new combinations are entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurship, in

Schumpeter's view, is a function, the function of innovation. One cannot be an entrepreneur

by profession and neither is it a permanent condition. An entrepreneur is anyone who

establishes new combinations, who fulfils the entrepreneurial function. (Schumpeter 1935,

p.116) Put differently, to fulfil the entrepreneurial function, i.e. to make new combinations, is,

according to Schumpeter, the essence of innovation. Entrepreneurs are, thus, clearly

distinguished from independent businessmen, factory owners, etc. (p.112) One is entrepreneur

only then when one establishes new combinations of ineans of production. One is no longer

an entrepreneur when one subsequently continues the new combinations in a routine-like way.

(p.116) Entrepreneurship always involves an element of risk taking.

It is the task of the entrepreneur to reform the pattern of production (but also distribution and

organization), or to revolutionize it, by applying new inventions. (Schumpeter 1944, p.132)

The fulfilling of this function, the doing of new things, to establish new combinations, is

difficult and not within the limits of everyone's capacities. Entrepreneurs have to go beyond

the existing paths and break the routines in order to achieve something new. That is difficult

enough as it is but it also creates resistance that has to be overcome. Schumpeter therefore

states that:

W~ihrend es mit dem Strom schwimmt im allseits wohlbekannten Kreislauf, schwimmt es gegen den

Strom, wenn es dessen Bahn ver~inderen will. Was dort Stutze war, wird hier Hindernis. Was

vertrautes Datum war, zu einer Unbekannten. Wo die Grenze der Routine aufhórt kónnen deshalb

viele Leute nicht weiter und der Rest kann es nur in sehr verschiedene Maf3. ( Schumpeter 1935,

p.118)'

It is the task of the entrepreneur to carry out innovations against the current; to see the

opportunities and to turn them into actions. At this point it is useful to separate the

entrepreneur from the inventor. "This [the entrepreneurial] function does not essentially

consist in either inventing anything or otherwise creating the conditions which the enterprise

3 While flowing with the current in a familiar cycle, it must swim against the current if it wishes to alter

its course. What used to be supportive then becomes an obstacle. What used to be know facts becomes

the unknown. Where routine ends many people can, therefore, not go on and the others only in varying

degrees.
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exploits. It consists in getting things done." (Schumpeter 1944, p.132) The possibilities for

innovation, such as new technologies, are, according to Schumpeter, always amply available

and are often generally known. They are provided for by people who's task it is to develop

new technologies, resources, etc. These possibilities are, however, dead. It is the task of the

entrepreneur to bring them alive, to use them. (Schumpeter 1935, p.128)

Conclusion

The entrepreneur, thus, is the central figure in a firm, he takes the lead in the innovation

process. He initiates changes and pulls others with him in the process of change. This makes

the entrepreneur, or better the entrepreneurial function - for, basically, anyone can fulfil the

function of entrepreneur - the pivot of the innovation process. At the same time Schumpeter

states that: "To act with confidence beyond the range of familiar beacons and to overcome that

resistance requires aptitudes that are present in only a small fraction of the population."

(Schumpeter 1944, p.132)

In short, Schumpeter states that innovation - to establish new combinations - is the source of

economic development. Innovation means breaking with routines and that requires people

with special qualities, the qualities to `get things done', i.e. entrepreneuring, and the qualities

to inspire and motivate others to change. In short, innovation requires entrepreneurs.

Schumpeter's theory of innovation is, therefore, a theory of entrepreneurs.

Critique on Schumpeter

By demanding center stage for the entrepreneur Schumpeter broke with the mainstream

philosophy of his time which considered innovations to develop spontaneously. Innovations

were regarded as a fact on which a firm would have no influence. Against this background

Schumpeter's theory was an important step forward. Nevertheless, Schumpeter did not take

into account a number of factors that have influence on innovation. Essentially, the critique

that one can have on Schumpeter is that innovations are the outcome of an innovation process

while Schumpeter merely considered the moment at which innovations come into being and

disregarded the innovation process. Several points of critique can then be expressed:

- There is no rigid separation between invention and innovation as put froward by

Schumpeter. Technology and economy are increasingly interconnected, the economy

becomes increasingly more technology (or knowledge) intensive4, science and technology

are two formidable push factors in today's economy.

- Innovation is not only a matter of making new combinations of existing means of

production. Fitrns have to take efforts to create new means of production as well, e.g. by

upgrading the knowledge and skills of their employees (c.f. Lambooy 1997).

- The entrepreneurial function is not the exclusive domain of solitary individuals but is

influenced by a firm's strategy and the knowledge and skills of its employees. In short, one

can speak of organizational entrepreneurship.

4 Cf. OECD, "Technology and the economy: the key relationships", Paris 1992
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- Possibilities for innovation are not automatically created by a firm's environment. Firms

have to be constantly looking for new resources and new combinations of resources.

Innovation is a continuous process.
- Firms are not a closed system, instead, they are embedded in networks; in chains of

relations with suppliers and buyers, with research centers, etc. In other words, they are

embedded in their environment. Constant interaction takes place between a firm and its

environment which influences the process of innovation within the firm.

In the following we shall address these points of criticism by looking at the changes that have

taken place in the economy since the days of Schumpeter. We need to understand these

changes in order to understand the sources of competitive advantage which are relevant in

today's economy. We can then develop a theoretical framework of innovation that elaborates

on Schumpeter's views but takes into account today's economic realities as well.

CHANGING COMPETITION

The end of big business

Since the 1970s the nature of the economy has changed dramatically. Until that time the

economy was dominated by large firms competing and collaborating with each other under the

regime of `big business' (Best 1990). Big business was characterized by mass production of

standardized goods by specialized machinery operated by semi-skilled workers who only had

to know what was relevant to their specific tasks. Under the regime of big business Tayloristic

principles of organization - the division of the production tasks and management tasks in

firms, and to split the production process in many separate and small steps to be carried out as

efficient as possible - were widely adopted. This Tayloristic mode of organizing resulted in

many large, hierarchical organizations that devoted much of their energy to internal control

while little time was spent on external developments (e.g., market developments, relations

with suppliers). As customers in those days were satisfied with standardized mass products,

which resulted in large and relatively stable markets, firms could afford not to be too

preoccupied with what was going on around them and focus on an efficient internal

organizations. An efficient firm would be able to produce at lower prices and that was a key

success factor on mass production markets.

From the 1970s onward, however, changes occurred in the economy which undermined the

market stability, pressing industrial firms to develop new ways of production. Producers

developed customer focused strategies: making products of a higher quality that better serve

the needs of individual customers and, thus, providing them (the customers) a higher added

value. Newly emerging technologies (e.g., information technology, micro electronics)

supported (and triggered) the new way of production, allowing for smaller series of products,

specifically designed to serve the needs of specific customers, to be produced at relatively low

costs (Best 1990, van Dijk 1995, Jacobs 1996, Scott 1988).

These changes led to the emergence of what Best (1990) refers to as `the new competition', or

the `knowledge economy' in Jacobs' (1996) works. The point is that the nature of competition

between firms has changed dramatically. In addition to efficiency and low prices, aspects such
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as product specifications and product quality are of major importance. For a solid competitive

position firms have to comply with the new realities.

The changes which were referred to above will be discussed in more detail in the next sections

following the lines of thinking of three authors. Oerlemans (1996) discusses the changing

macro-economic conditions and from this point of view stresses that it is essential for firms to

develop flexible ways of production and to make use of new technologies. He also points at

the consequences for the organizational structure of firms, both internal and external. Best

(1990) more or less elaborates on Oerlemans' by discussing the structures of the economy as

they should be in order to be able to cope with the changes that were discussed by Oerlemans.

These preferred structures Best refers to as the `new competition'. Finally, Jacobs (1996)

completes the picture by discussing the headlines of the kind of strategy that firms should

follow to be successful in what he calls the `knowledge economy'. He thereby focuses on the

connections between competition, knowledge and learning as they have evolved in the new

competition.

Changing patterns of industrial production

According to Oerlemans (1996) in recent decennia uncertainty for firms has increased due to

technological changes that allowed smaller (specific) series to be produced at lower costs and,

in relation to that, changing conditions on (world) markets where fashion and individual

preferences play an increasingly important role. Firms respond to these changes by applying

flexible modes of production allowing them to react more quickly to new conditions.

Furthermore, firms increasingly try to develop innovations based on new combinations of

products, technologies, and markets. In order to achieve this, a growing number of firms

specializes in its core competencies. With respect to the organizational architecture of firms,

and the relations with their environment (in particular buyer-supplier relations) these

developments have far-reaching consequences.

Increasing uncertainty

Economic relations between firms - networks - have become more and more important over

the last years. This is mainly caused by increasing market uncertainty due to:

- increasing product diversification. This is a consequence of both `market pull' and

`technology push' factors, and, in connection, the decreasing life-span of products and

means of production;
- increased (international) competition triggered by the rise of new technology-product-

market combinations.

Moreover, firms are more and more confronted with increased technological uncertainties.

According to Hagedoorn (1990) an industrial climate emerges that is favorable to industrial

collaboration due to rapid variations in technological possibilities caused by changing

technological paradigms with great uncertainty and rapid technological growth. (p.28)
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On the international level firms are increasingly confronted with internationalization - the

geographical spreading of economic activities across the borders of national states - and

globalization - a more complex form of internationalization wherein a certain degree of

functional integration develops among geographically dispersed activities (Oerlemans 1996,

p.15). These developments have important economic consequences. In the first place, the

scale of production and consumption has increased leading to more international competition.

Opportunities for exports increase if firms succeed in producing products that can meet the

demands set by the international markets. If not, they will have to face increasing competition

on their home market. Secondly, internationalization and globalization have contributed to the

shortening of life-cycles of a number of products. For example, products that are developed

and marketed in Europe rapidly find their way to American and Asian markets. The time-span

in which a product is marketed on the world market, thus, becomes shorter. In the third place,

one can say that the complexity of the firms' environment, and, in connection, the uncertainty

have increased. For firms are faced with a larger number of competitors (i.e., increased

complexity) where at the same time the predictability of the behavior of the competitors

becomes more difficult. (p.16-7)

Besides a larger number of competitors firms also have to face changing market conditions.

The `seller market' of the 1950s and 1960s became a`buyer market' from the 1970s onward

where, in stead of quantity, factors such as product quality and product variations play a major

role. The commercial life-cycle of products on the buyer market is further shortened by

changing fashion styles that consumers follow. Uniqueness of products, and thus the

innovative capacity of firms to make these unique products, is becoming more and more

important in the 1990s.

Flexibilization

The structural developments and the market changes discussed above, urge firms to find an

answer to the following question: how can a firm respond to the changes in a flexible way at a

competitive price and quality. (p.17-8) Partially, the answer lies in a new approach to buyer-

supplier relations which is the basis of the flexible specialization model as developed by,

among others, Scott (1988) and Storper (1992). Here was shall only discuss the basic

assumptions of this model. Under the flexible specialization model it is assumed that a large

part of the means necessary for a firms own production it buys form supplying firms. The firm

itself specializes increasingly in activities connected to its core competencies. Consequently,

the relations between buyer and supplier change in four ways.

In the first place, more and more production activities are outsourced allowing a firm to spend

less of its resources on production and more on e.g. RBcD and marketing. Consequently, the

flexibility of the firm increases enabling it to deal more effectively with changes in its product

range, diversity of market demand, and short product life-cycles. Secondly, costs and risks

connected to supply management and quality control are passed on to supplying firms. In the

third place, firms can benefit from the knowledge and expertise of its suppliers that it cannot,

or only against high costs, acquire itself. Finally, outsourcing opens the way to increased

product quality. Many firms want closer collaboration with their suppliers. At the same time,

however, quality standards and just-in-time production have become more important over the
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last decade. Outsourcing firms therefore reduce the number of supplying firms they work with

but maintain much closer relations with the remaining suppliers. (p.18)

Firms want to respond to changing market demands more flexible at competitive prices. With

the available technologies from the early 1970s such a market oriented mode of production

was impossible. Technologies then aimed at increasing productivity by mass production.

Three important drawbacks, however, were connected to standardized mass production: (1)

the need to maintain rather volumes supplies consumed much of the firms financial resources;

(2) lack of flexibility in the production process making it for a firm impossible to adequately

respond to market changes; and (3) threat of over production caused by the large scale mode

of production. (p.19)

Firms tried to overcome the technical and organizational difficulties connected to the system

of mass production by applying flexible automation technologies and new information

technologies. Consequently, the production process and the organization of the production -

both inside and outside the firm - became more flexible. (p.19-20)

Competitive success under the new market conditions requires firms to have increasingly

more specialized knowledge and expertise. Therefore, firms tend to concentrate more on their

core competencies. Competitive relations thus transform in a Schumpeterian way, making

successful innovations increasingly dependent on the combination of different technologies,

products, and markets. However, considering their financial, organizational, and product

technical limitations individual firms can be experts in only a limited number of markets and

technologies. The need to specialize and the need to apply specialized knowledge in several

directions seem to be in conflict. The solution to this paradox lies in the relation of a firm with

its environment. (p.20-1) To further clarify this Oerlemans cites Christensen:

"The modern firm becomes more and more dependent on the resources of other firms

simultaneously as its competence grows in the narrowniche of its own. An increasing share of the

resources needed cannot be bought by simple market transactions, but have to be provided

primarily by joint efforts which usually require specific investments and presuppose long-term

commitments by the parties involved. "(Christensen et.al. 1990, p.13, in Oerlemans 1996, p.21)

Therefore, innovations will be developed and implemented by combinations of firms. Put

differently, industrial production is much less a matter of individual firms then it once was

and much more a matter of the combination ofknowledge and expertise by firms in networks.

(Oerlemans 1996, p.21) This is especially true for small and medium sized enterprises as they

become more and more dependent on buyer-supplier relations with other firms.

The new competition

The changes described by Oerlemans have changed the nature of competition between firms

dramatically. According to Best (1990) a`new competition' has emerged where the rules of

the game are fundamentally different from the `old competition', to which Best also refers to

as big business. The old and the new competition are different in four fields: firms,

(coordination in) the production chain, (competition and collaboration within) sectors, and

industrial policy.
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The firm: collective entrepreneurship

Following Schumpeter, Best (1990) demands center stage for the firm. Best positions the

`innovative firm' opposite the `hierarchical firm'. The innovative firm has a strategic

orientation based on which it chooses the terrain on which it wants to compete. The

hierarchical firm takes the terrain as a given. This enables an innovative firm to create

competitive advantage on the basis of continuous product and process innovation, whereas the

hierarchical firm strives to minimize the costs of production. (p. l l-2)

Innovation, therefore, has different meanings for the hierarchical and the innovative firm. For

the hierarchical firm innovation is the result of new ideas originating in the RBzD department.

When engineers have developed a new method to reduce production costs this method will be

implemented in the organization. Innovation, in this case, is an intermittent process. For an

innovative firm innovation is anything but the exclusive domain of engineers. Innovation is an

interactive and continuous process in which everyone participates. (p.12)

The organization of the production, too, is different in innovative and hierarchical firms.

Schumpeterian competition demands that firms adapt their strategy to the strengths and

weaknesses of their competitors. This is impossible when, on the micro level of production,

organizational flexibility has not been build-in as well. This is a mode of organization (and

production) alien to the hierarchical approach. Innovative firms follow a strategy of

continuous improvement making the (re-)integration of thinking and doing essential. Where

the hierarchical firm separates thinking and doing it cannot fully exploit its learning ability

whereas the learning ability is crucial to innovative firms. New ideas can originate with

everyone (e.g. managers, employers, customers, etc.) which makes that the firm has to be open

to everyone. Therefore, a hierarchical firm can pursue a strategy of innovation but it cannot

pursue a strategy of continuous innovation. (p.12-3)

For the innovative firm innovation is a interactive and continuous process involving everyone

inside the firm. In addition, innovative ideas can originate outside the firm as well. The

innovative firm, therefore, can be seen as a collective entrepreneur.

The production chain: consultative coordination

Considering the coordination of activities across the production chain, big business departs

from a market-hierarchy dichotomy. Based on the transaction cost approach it can be

determined wether a transaction will take place through hierarchical coordination or through

market coordination. The `new competition', however, distinguishes another kind of

coordination, i.e. consultative coordination among mutual dependent firms, each specialized

in different phases of the same production chain. Consultative coordination becomes relevant

because rapid technological developments make market or hierarchical coordination

insufficient. Hierarchies cannot cope efficiently with the turbulence resulting from rapid

technological change. Markets are efficient for the coordination of standardized products and

processes while (technological) developments tend to diversification. Moreover,

(technological) change in one phase of the production process can make adaptations in all
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other phases necessary. In short, collaboration in the production chain based on long-term

relations - or networking - becomes necessary. (p.14-5)

Mutual dependencies among firms, resulting from technological changes and specialization,

demands that firms work together in networks. The network takes coordination tasks from

both markets and hierarchies as markets and hierarchies cannot cope efficiently with the

turbulence and diversification characterizing today's economy. Mutual adjustment, the

exchange of information, the development of shared network norms, etc. aimed at stimulating

the flow of ideas, orders, money, and products between firms becomes more and more

important. (p.16). That is the process of consultative coordination.

The sector: collaborationand competition

The `new competition' stresses the meso level - the sector - while conventional economics

focus on the micro and macro levels. On the level of the sector several structures and

institutions can be distinguished that facilitate collaborations among firms such as trade

organizations, labor education facilities, regulatory commission, etc. These sectoral

institutions influence the organization structure, strategies and competitiveness of the

individual firms in the sector, as well as the collective competitiveness relative to sectors

located elsewhere.

Furthermore, sector structures influence the relations among firms inside the sector, the way

they compete and collaborate. Neoclassical economic theory does not allow for such intra-

sector collaboration as that would lead to the forming of cartels and imperfect competition.

Neoclassical competition, however, is price competition that can, eventually, have a negative

impact on the whole sector. Price competition, and cut-through competition in particular,

undermines the ability of firms to invest in their own future. As a result, the whole sector will

have a weaker position relative to competitors located elsewhere (e.g., Japan vs Western

Europe). Under a regime of Schumpeterian competition firms can disregard price competition

and compete on the basis of product quality, innovativity, and technology. On the meso level,

the level of the sector, arrangements can be made that prevent firms from doing things that

appear rational in a micro level but lead to unfavorable outcomes on meso or macro level.

(p.17-8)

In the `new competition' dealing with other firms in the sector is about strategic management

of inter-firm relations allowing the sector to escape from price competition. This way, firms

will have sufficient means left to compete on the basis of `neue Kombinatonen'. This allows

the dynamism of competition in the sector to be preserved while at the same time it protects

the sector from cut-throat competition, thus giving the sector the opportunity to compete

successfully with sectors located elsewhere.

The government: strategic industrialpolicy

The fact that the competitiveness of a sector depends on a combination of competition and

collaboration has consequences for the industrial policy also. It must find a balance between

competition and collaboration and not strive for the neoclassical ideal of perfect competition.
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For competition alone can ensure innovativiness and responsiveness and collaboration alone

ensures the long-term development of a sector. (p.19)

The new competition, as described by Best, is about the process of adaptation that firms have

to go through due to the ending of big business. In order to survive, firms have to adapt to the

new economic realities. The necessary adaptations have far-reaching consequences for the

organizational structures, entrepreneurial strategies, and for the way of collaboration with

other firms, etc. The new structures of the economy that this process of adaptation creates

form the framework of the `new competition'. Other rules with regard to innovation and

competition apply under this framework. Based on Jacobs (1996) this issue is elaborated on in

the next section.

Innovation and the knowledge economy

Technology is becoming ever more important in today's society. According to Jacobs (1996)

this, however, does not mean that a`technolozation' of society is at hand. On the contrary.

Because technology is becoming ever more important, so is the knowledge of people and

societal relations, i.e. the ability to collaborate with others in a productive way and to

understand how markets function and to consider of productive applications of new

technologies. (p.16) It is not only technology that matters but the combination of technological

knowledge with knowledge of immaterial elements - such as quality, design, user and

customer friendliness, etc. - that determines our appreciation for products. The human ability

to learn and human creativity, to use and to combine all sorts of knowledge, those are the

decisive skills in the knowledge economy.

The coming about of the knowledge economy

Four stages can be distinguished in the coming about of the knowledge economy. These stages

follow each other in a high tempo and partially overlap each other. The first stage is the

informatization or digitalization, i.e. the broad application of information and communication

technologies enabling all operations inside an organization to be organized more efficient and

better tuned to each other. (Jacobs 1996, p.17) Informatization influences operations inside

organizations in that it facilitates cooperation between departments and accelerates technology

and product development. Furthermore, suppliers can be involved in the production process at

an earlier stage through electronic networks, clearing the way for a more advanced mode of

collaboration. (p.17-8)

The second stage is the shortening of product and technology life-cycles as a consequence of

the application of information technology. Producers have made use of the technical

possibilities to increase product variety. Consumers, in return, have taken up this increased

variety in products to emphasize more stronger their individuality. (p.18) This requires firms

to organize for quicker feed-back between marketing, design, and production and, especially,

the organization of efficient, modular production processes (`flexible automation') to

introduce product changes on the market more quickly. (p.19)
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The third development is the immaterialization, i.e. the increasing importance of immaterial

elements in the economy. (p.19) Because of the shortened product life-cycles

immaterialization has, undoubtedly, gained importance. As technologies are ever more easy

accessible for everyone, one has to make a competitive difference with other, `softer' and

more difficult to copy, knowledge. Furthermore, the behavior of consumers has become more

volatile and difficult to predict in response to the wider, i.e. varied, range of products they can

choose from. (p.20)

The last development is the growing role of human networks. The shorter the life-cycles

become, the more quality and knowledge intensity is required from all links in the design and

production process. Firms specialize in what they are really good at, leading to flexiblization

and networks. This need not imply the hiving off of certain activities. It does, however,

require that different activities are separated in autonomous units which deal with each other

in a businesslike way. Networks, thus, are certainly not a purely technological matter. To

capitalize on opportunities it is imperative to quickly establish networks of participants with

different skills and competencies. Mutual trust between the network partners is essential for

that. (p.21-2)

Elaborating on this point Jacobs points at the importance of people as the most direct source

of knowledge of firms. In western countries employees are mostly highly skilled and

expensive. Therefore, it is economically very unwise to use them as `dumb labor'. Firms

should capitalize on this pool of knowledges, which, in essence, comes down to breaking

down the old Tayloristic division between thinking and doing in organizations. (p.23)

Smart competition

In the knowledge economy firms have to practice `smart competition' in order to gain

competitive advantage and economic success. This means to conquer or to create high value

market niches. Competitive advantage will, however, always be temporary. Competitors will

respond and the threat of imitation and price competition will always be present, also on

relatively high value market niches. The challenge, then, is to create a high added value for the

customer as a means to differentiate from competitors; to follow a`strategy of differentiation'.

Firms that differentiate will concentrate on the creation of new products and services, i.e.

product innovation. In this way, differentiators will try to create relatively stable markets for

their ownb. A strategy of differentiation is, however, not without risks. It requires a firm to

specialize in specific activities and there are no watertight partitions between price

competition and differentiation. (p.27-9) The premium price, i.e. the extra price that

consumers are willing to pay for the surplus value of a product, cannot be too high. If so,

consumers will shift to competitors who's products have a more favorable pricelvalue ratio.

(p.29)

s Intel Corporation's president and CEO Andrew Grove noted: our assets have legs; they walk home

every day. ( Bahrami 1992, p.42)

6 Cf. Porter 1990, p.37-40.
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Moreover, differentiators have to realize that what is special today can be outdated or old-

fashioned tomorrow. Competitive advantage must, therefore, be maintained and elaborated on

constantly. At this point, the terrain on which a firm chooses to compete comes into view.

Essentially, the choice is between two options: competing broadly on the whole market or to

focus on a single market segment (focus strategy). Firms following a focus strategy operate in

relatively clear market enabling them to respond more easily to specific customer

requirements. A focus strategy and a strategy of differentiation, thus, fit each other very well.

(p.30-3)

Combinatory knowledge

In the knowledge economy knowledge is central. Technology and other forms of codified

knowledge are ever more easy accessible for everyone. In this respect, firms cannot easily

differentiate from each other. The knowledge that matters is the knowledge that converts

technology into products with high added value. That knowledge is confined in people, their

skills and experiences, and organization routines. Technological knowledge must be

integrated with knowledge of markets and organizations, buyers and employees. It is about the

mobilization of different kinds knowledge and to bring them together in new combinations.

(Jacobs 1994, p.272 and 1996, p.35)

Knowledge of new technological possibilities has to be tuned with the market. Therefore,

market knowledge - knowledge of economic and social developments - is required. The

process of tuning occurs through strategic positioning - the making of choices with respect to

the range of products of the firm - and its implementation. For that purpose, strategic and

organizational knowledge is required. Successful entrepreneurship has everything to do with

knowing how to organize for access to these different forms of knowledge and to bring about

combinations between them efficiently. (Jacobs 1996, p.36) For the bringing about of these

combinations (and the choices to be made in this respect) knowledge of the skills and social

abilities of people - the partially contradictory phenomena such as personality, creativity,

leadership, entrepreneurship, the ability to work in teams, communicative skills, knowledge of

languages, etc. - is essential.

Four forms of knowledge, thus, come into play, i.e. technological knowledge, knowledge of

markets and organizational (and strategic) knowledge, and the skills and social abilities of

people. Technological knowledge, vital as it is, is quite useless if it is not combined with the

other forms of knowledge. What matters is combinatory knowledge, i.e. the ability to get the

different forms of knowledge to work by combining them with each other. (Jacobs 1994,

p.272-3 and 1996, p.36-7) This, of course, demands new approaches to the management of

innovation both within and between firms'.

' Cf. Johanessen et.al. 1997 and Judge et.al. 1997
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE NEW COMPETITION

Schumpeterian competition in the knowledge economy

In the knowledge economy firms can, essentially, choose between two competitive strategies:

price competition or competition on the basis of added value. Price competition is becoming

an increasingly less attractive strategy. It can, eventually, undermine the vitality of an entire

sector as a one-sided emphasis on (lower) costs leaves no means to invest in new products and

processes. Given that products must be replaced at the end of their life-cycles, and that, in

general, western firms will always operate on a higher level of costs then their Asian and

Eastern European competitors, price competition is a dead end. In order to compete

successfully in the knowledge economy firms have to produce goods and services with a

higher added value than their competitors.

Firms can create added value by giving a product or a service certain characteristics that are

appreciated by customers (consumers or buyers). These characteristics concern quality,

pricelperformance ratio, useability, after-sales service, image of the product, the marketing of

a product, environment friendliness, etc. In order to respond to this firms must have - or have

access to - knowledge in many fields. In this respect we have mentioned technological

knowledge, knowledge of markets, knowledge of social and economic developments that

shape markets, strategic and organizational knowledge, and knowledge of skills and social

abilities of people. In order to create the desired added value for the customer a firm must

combine these various kinds of knowledge.

We now come to the essence of competition in a Schumpeterian sense, which is to achieve

new combinations of ineans of production. The means of production as proposed by

Schumpeter, i.e. labor and capital, have lost their central position to knowledge as a

production factor in the knowledge economy. Knowledge can be embodied in many things,

e.g. machinery, computer software, etc.; knowledge can be codified, e.g. in manuals and

blueprints; knowledge can be enstrangled in organizational routines; and, finally, knowledge

is, to a large degree, person embodied, i.e it is a characteristic of people. These are the means

of production of the knowledge economy that must be combined with each other.

To have possession of, or have access to, knowledge, thus, is an essential factor in the

knowledge economy determining wether or not innovation will be successful. Given the

complexity of markets, technologies, etc. it is practically impossible for firms to be innovative

in all fields. The solution, then, is to specialize: to choose on which markets one wants to

operate and to carefully consider the core competencies of the firm. Only on specific market

sectors can firms differentiate from competitors by offering their customers superior added

value. This also gives more meaning to the concept of `innovation' than in Schumpeter's

original works. Innovation starts with the customer (or buyer). Firms have to assess wether the

innovations of products and processes that they have in view, the way they are organized, etc.,

will provide the customer with more added value. For Schumpeter the customer hardly played

any role, but that can be explained from the fact that in his time the market was a seller market

whereas now it is a buyer market. But the idea behind the innovation, essentially, is the same.

Only by continuously looking for new combinations of ineans of production, and by
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constantly being alert to steps that competitors make in this direction can a firm maintain a

competitive advantage.

Successful entrepreneuring in the knowledge economy, thus, depends on the ability to

mobilize and combine knowledge and expertise. Contrary to what Schumpeter posed, this is

not the work of a single person8. Knowledge is a far too complex phenomenon with too many

apparitions for one person to oversee. The solitary Schumpeterian entrepreneur is, therefore,

alien to the knowledge economy. And he is not needed in the knowledge economy. If a firm

succeeds in establishing structures and a climate wherein the exchange of knowledge and

experience between people, departments, etc. is facilitated, favorable conditions will emerge

for innovation. The breaking-down of Tayloristic structures, the re-integration of thinking and

doing, and the increase organizational flexibility are essential in this respect. In the knowledge

economy an entrepreneur is not the solitary `creative destructor' put forward by Schumpeter.

Instead, he is a creative combiner who, in close collaboration with other members of his

organization, creates a climate in which innovation can flourish. The entrepreneurial function

- the establishing of new combinations - is performed at the level of the firm. Innovative

firms can, therefore, be seen as collective entrepreneurs where entrepreneurship is a

characteristic of the organization (organizational entrepreneurship) rather than of individuals.

Relevant knowledge and expertise can also be found outside the firm, especially when we

consider the need to specialize in activities related to the firm's core competencies.

Collaboration with other firms (consultative coordination) is, therefore, necessary in order to

include this knowledge in the innovation process. Here the question of organization, too, plays

a significant role: how can inter organizational relations be organized in order to enable the

exchange of knowledge and expertise. To establish new combinations (of knowledge and

expertise) the external dimension of enterprising is of major importance as well. Besides

entrepreneurship on the level of the firm entrepreneurship should also exist on an inter

organizational (or network) level, where the entrepreneurial function is, at least partially,

performed on the level of the network9.

Compared to Schumpeter's original ideas the concept of the entrepreneurial function in the

knowledge economy is wider. The entrepreneurial function no longer is the exclusive domain

of a solitaire entrepreneur but of groups of people within the firm, or at the level of the firm,

and on an inter-firm level. Furthermore, innovation is not a`discontinuous' activity but a

process that needs to be nurtured constantly. Firms, therefore, have to create structures that

enable them to absorb and exchange new knowledge and expertise continuously; structures

that enable them to learn, on the level of the individual, groups, the firm, and the network. In

short, to create structures that make it possible for the entrepreneurial function to be

performed by a collective of people'o.

8

9

io

Cf. Baba 8L Imai, 1993

Cf. Mathyssens 8c van den Bulte, 1994

Cf. Lipparini 8z Sobrero, 1994
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Innovation and agglomeration

At this place we shall take a closer look at knowledge as a production factor since it has such

a prominent position in the knowledge economy, especially in relation to innovation. "As a

production factor, knowledge is different from the common production factors (capital and

labour), because knowledge can increase by its use, which does not apply to the other factors

used during the process of production and consumption. `Learning-by-using' and `learning-

by-doing' are well-known concepts to denote this specific feature of the production factor

knowledge." (Lambooy 1997, p.295). Knowledge, thus, increases because people use it and

learn from each other.

Learning, in this view, can be defined as the exchange of knowledge and experience for

people to use. So in order to stimulate innovation, i.e. the making of new combinations of

knowledge, it is necessary to stimulate learning. But that may prove to be rather difficult as

the exchange of knowledge (learning) is not an easy process. Knowledge "cannot entirely be

reduced to the status of a commodity (...) because important parts remain tacit and cannot be

removed from its human and social context (...) and important elements of tacit knowledge are

collective. (...) Japanese firms view formal codified knowledge as merely the tip of the

iceberg, because knowledge is felt to be primarily tacit, and tacit knowledge is highly

personal, hence it is not easily codified ans translated." (Morgan 1997, p.493)

Codified knowledge can be easily transmitted since manuals, blueprints, books, etc. can be

interpreted by most people. Although even a blueprint may need some explanation by the

designer if he is to be certain that the user interprets in correctly. Tacit knowledge requires far

more explanation - and with respect to innovation, crucial knowledge is very often highly

tacit. (Cf. den Hartog et.al. 1994 and Morgan 1997) To exchange tacit knowledge will require

close and frequent inter-personal contacts~~, as it is in such contacts that knowledge is put to

practice, is developing, that new combinations of knowledge are actually made. It is obvious

that close and frequent inter-personal contacts are unthinkable when the partners are located at

a large distance from each other: i.e. to exchange tacit knowledge, to learn, demands

proximity.

This conclusion has an important implication for inter-firm collaboration on innovation. As on

this level too innovation is making new combinations of knowledge, tacit knowledge has to be

exchanged between firms and this too demands proximity. In other words, when we discuss

inter-firm collaboration on innovation we must account for the geography of knowledge'Z.

Because of its tacit nature knowledge can only be exchanged effectively through face-to-face

contacts. As innovation is a continuous process knowledge must be exchanged constantly

which means that face-to-face contacts between the collaborating firms have to take place

frequently. This can only be achieved ifthese firms are located near to each other.

iz

Cf. Nooteboom, 1994

The concept of the geography of knowledge was explained by prof. Michael Storper to the author

during a seminar on regional economics in Utrecht on May 22 1997.
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But agglomeration of firms yields other advantages as well, often referred to a`agglomeration

economies' or `externalities'. (Lambooy 1997)

This is due to the positive effect that agglomeration has on the diminishing of transaction costs.

"The theory of transaction costs is used to explain the most efficient organisation of the production

process in a situation of extensive division of labour and specialisation. This process can be

perceived as a chain of consecutive transactions. To pass from one stage of the process to the next

(...) requires a transaction. Transaction costs have to be minimised (...) To enable an efficient

organisation of the coordination of the various stages." (Lambooy 1997, p.298)

Specialization and collaboration, as we have seen, are essential to innovation in the

knowledge economy. These leads, according to the transaction cost theory, to higher

transaction costs as transactions have to be coordinated between several firms. Agglomeration

helps diminishing these transaction costs as transport costs will decrease and information is

more easily available. Though some of these effects are diminished by present day

information and communication technologies, agglomeration does create economies of scale

and scope which yield competitive advantages for firms. (Lambooy 1997, Scott 1988)

In addition, agglomeration economies can be strengthened through the characteristics of the

local `milieu of production'. In regions where a lot of knowledge is available, e.g. in firms,

research centers, education centers, intermediary organizations, etc., to opportunities to

exchange knowledge increase and, consequently, the opportunities for learning and

innovation. (Oerlemans 1996) Furthermore, a common regional background will often also

imply `cultural proximity'. This will allow trust to develop easier in a network relation which

also yields important advantages. (van Houtum et.al. 1994) A related concept in this respect is

`social capital', or the institutions, regulations and (informal) rules that affect collaboration. In

some regions the social capital is more advanced than in others which facilities inter-firm

collaboration. (Morgan 1997) To sum up, the characteristics of the spatial environment that a

firm is located in affect its networking opportunities. That too is a factor to be considered in

the study of innovation.



Wether a firm will produce successful innovations, it can be concluded, lies in its ability to

make new combinations of knowledge and expertise. Elaborating on the conclusions of

chapter two this chapter identifies and categorizes the sources of innovation that fuel the

innovation process. First we will discuss the sources of innovation then we will arrange them

in a conceptual model in order to describe explain the process of innovation.

SOURCES OF INNOVATION

The firm

Innovation begins with the desire of a firm to create something new, be it a new (or improved)

product, a new organization structure, or a new production process, etc. In order to create

something new a firm will first deploy its internal resources, i.e. the knowledge it possesses by

itself, that it has control over. A firm's knowledge is embodied in the minds of people:

workers, managers, marketers, researchers. Furthermore, it is materialized in routines and

tools (machines). In order for a firm to take maximum advantage from its knowledge it must

create conditions that stimulate the making of new combinations of this knowledge.

Being able to combine knowledge requires a proper organizational architecture, i.e. one that

is flat rather than hierarchical, and one wherein workers enjoy a great deal of operational

autonomy rather than being subjected to rigid management control, and, finally, an

organizational architecture that allows for flexible responses by the firm to changes in its

environment rather than doing everything according to formal, documented procedures. In

short, the organizational architecture must stimulate people's creativity and give them the

opportunity to develop, and use, their learning ability. This way successful (new)

combinations of knowledge are most likely to be achieved.

Besides the organizational architecture management has other mechanisms by which it can

encourage the debureaucratization of the firm, overcome ancient Tayloristic practices, and

encourage new combinations of knowledge to be made. Management must encourage people

to look beyond their (narrowly) defined tasks and look for other segments in the organization

where their knowledge and expertise can be of use, or look for knowledge and expertise that

can be of use to them. In order to achieve this management must create an atmosphere of

openness in the organization, as opposed to the Tayloristic~bureaucratic segmentation of

competencies13. An open environment will encourage people to make new combinations of

internal knowledge.

The two `sources of innovation' within a firm described above, organizational architecture

and management, are about how a firm can use its knowledge in order to make new

combinations. It is, however, essential that these efforts are guided by a concept that outlines

13 Cf. Murphy's law for organizations: in a bureaucracy everyone rises to his own level of incompetence.
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to what purpose new combinations should be made. This concept is materialized in a firm's

strategy. The strategy of a firm indicates in what kind of competition the firm wants to get

involved (e.g. competition on the basis of low costs or on the basis of added value and product

performance) and that is important to determine what kind of new combinations must be

made. If a firm chooses for price competition it must make its organizational architecture as

efficient as possible. When, however, a firm chooses to compete over better products it may

decide to compromise on efficiency in order to stimulate creativity.

A competitive strategy can also trigger innovations. Firms that are committed to continuous

improvement and innovation, e.g. because they made a decision to compete on the basis of

added value, will constantly try to achieve new combinations of knowledge. On the other

hand, firms that see innovation as a specific and separate activity, as opposed to a continuous

process, will not feel the need to constantly search for new combinations of knowledge and,

therefore, establish less of these combinations which makes them less innovative.

A firm's competitive strategy, in turn, is guided by the market on which the firm operates. In

order to know what kind of innovations the markets, i.e. customers and buyers, want - and,

therefore, to know what kind of value should be added - a firm must have knowledge of the

market. An innovation strategy that takes a firm's customers as point of reference will be

more likely to produce successful new combinations of knowledge. A customer focus will

also give direction to the innovation process once it is already under way, provided, of course,

that the organizational architecture allows for this.

The last source of knowledge available to a firm that we distinguish here is its formal

knowledge. These are the skills that employees have, e.g. are they able to work with

techniques such as computer-aided manufacturing, or other techniques that are relevant to a

firm's business. Firms may also create knowledge by doing research and development, and

they may hold patents. Research and development, certainly for larger firms, is an important

source of knowledge that firms eagerly use to make new combinations. Formal knowledge

also includes the operational know how and expertise that workers and managers have

acquired, often over a long period of time. This operational knowledge allows people to do

their jobs effectively and to find ways ofdoing their jobs better yet.

To sum up, a firm has four sources of knowledge that it can draw from: its organizational

architecture, the role of its management, its strategy, and its formal knowledge. These sources

hold knowledge that firms must use to make new combinations with. The more effective these

sources are managed, and encouraged to interact, the more likely it becomes that fírms will

produce successful new combinations of knowledge, i.e. innovations.

The network

Besides `internal' knowledge there is also a vast potential of knowledge outside the firm,

`external' knowledge. This is knowledge controlled by other firms or research and education

institutes. This external knowledge will often be a very important source of knowledge for

firms trying to make new combinations. Especially when following a strategy of specialization

a firm will not possess all relevant knowledge, not even larger firms, to be able to compete
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successfully on the basis of product performance and added value. But it need not possess all

that knowledge. It is sufficient for a firm to have access to external knowledge through

networking with other firms.

In order for knowledge to be exchanged through networks and in order for networks to

facilitate the making of combinations with external knowledge, i.e. for networks to contribute

to innovation, they must have certain characteristics. It is essential that the network partners

have a common interest, e.g. achieving innovations by making use of each other's knowledge,

or that they are mutually dependent on each other. Firms must also be committed to working

together in networks. Without this there is no reason for them to exchange knowledge and,

consequently, networks will not contribute to innovation. Furthermore, trust between the

network partners is crucial. Knowledge that is required in the innovation process very often is

vital for a firm, i.e. it is at the heart of the firm's competitive advantage. Firms will not

exchange vital information if there is no solid basis of trust between them. Trust is achieved

through long-term collaboration. Yet another characteristic is the number of partners in the

network. A larger number of partners will literally blur the view on each other. Working with

a smaller number of partners will allow personal relations to come into being which will have

a positive contribution to mutual trust. As we have said earlier on; combining knowledge is

ultimately a matter of combining people. Personal relations are, thus, very important. Working

with a smaller number of partners also allows the network partners to learn more about each

other's skills and competencies. This opens new opportunities to make combinations of

external knowledge.

In other words, provided that certain conditions are met knowledge from other firms is an

important source of knowledge and it will be an important contribution to innovation. The

challenge is to manage the relations with other firms properly and to allow these relations to

mature over time.

The spatial dimensions

The spatial dimensions of firms and networks do not provide sources of knowledge in itself,

but they do have a strong influence on the exchange of knowledge through networks.

Therefore, the spatial dimensions (of firms and networks) are an important source of

innovation. As information relevant to innovation is often highly tacit, it requires close

interpersonal relations in order for it to be exchanged. Close interpersonal relations, in turn,

are facilitated by geographical proximity. This is, in essence, the concept of the geography of

knowledge. Furthermore, geographical proximity allows more frequent and more intensive

contacts between firms to take place - a process that is referred to as agglomeration

economies. This way, geographical proximity of the network partners facilitates collaboration

and, thus, innovation (through making combinations of external knowledge). Finally, the

characteristics of a region - the milieu of production - will also affect collaboration between

firms as the presence of certain characteristics, such as the availability of knowledge, facilitate

collaboration and the exchange of knowledge.
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A CONCEPTUAL MODEL

Three levels of analyses

When we try to anange the different sources of innovation in order to unravel the innovation

process, we must first recognize that we have to deal with three different levels of analyses.

The first level is that of the firm. We have distinguished four sources of innovation on this

level: management, organizational architecture, formal knowledge, and strategy. The next

level is that of the network. In our view, the network is another source of innovation for an

innovating firm. Through networks firms gain access to sources of knowledge that they would

otherwise not acquire. The third level is that of the spatial dimension. Firms and networks

both have several spatial dimensions. Our preposition here is that geographical proximity, for

a number of reasons, facilitates the exchange of knowledge between firms and therefore

contributes to innovation. (See also scheme 3.1)

One can look at these three levels of analyses from different angles. As we have said earlier

we begin with the firm. The firm is the starting point of our analyses for firms, and firms

alone, produce innovations. For that they draw from several sources of knowledge.

Knowledge is the central issue in the study of innovation - for one, we have defined

innovation as the making of new combinations of knowledge. Some of the sources (of

knowledge) can be found within the limits of the firm whereas other sources are controlled by

other firms. That is where the network, our second level of analysis, comes into play. In our

study we will look at the network as a`tool' for the firm to stimulate innovation efforts within

the firm. Through networks firms can acquire what we have called external knowledge, which

is necessary to carry out their innovation efforts successfully. The next step, then, is to

recognize that knowledge has an important spatial dimension, our third level of analyses.

Therefore, when we study the exchange of knowledge through networks we will have to

consider the spatial dimension of knowledge and networking.

The common factor in our levels of analyses is knowledge. And we do not extend our study to

three levels to make it more complex, but to do justice to the various dimensions that the

factor knowledge has. One cannot explain the process of innovation if one does not take into

account the different levels at which knowledge plays a role. Once we recognize this, we have

to take into account the dynamics of networks and their spatial dimension too. For knowledge

is only meaningful against a certain background, the background of firms, networks, and their

spatial dimensions. We need these three levels, and their interconnections, to provide a proper

description and explanation of the process of innovation.

The process of innovation

If we wish to describe and explain the process of innovation we have to arrange the sources of

innovation, as described in the previous, in a conceptual model. We have done so in scheme

3.2. At the end of the model is `innovation' which, in our view, is the result of the innovation

process. The innovation process, where new combinations are made, we seek to explain. At

this point it is important to make a distinction between innovation and being an innovative

firm. The former refers to the output of the innovation process - i.e. new products, new



Scheme 3.1: three levels of analyses
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services, new processes, etc. - the latter to the innovation process itself - i.e. the making of

new combinations in order to create new products, services, and processes. Our interest lies

with the innovation process: which conditions have to be met in order for a firm to be

innovative, i.e. to be able to produce innovations.

The process of innovation, first of all, is explained by the making of new combinations within

a firm. To achieve that a firm must draw from all its internal sources of innovation. For

example, if a firm adopts an innovation strategy it must use this strategy, and the knowledge

that it has of the mazket, to give direction to innovation efforts. Management must create an

atmosphere in which creativity and leazning are encouraged. Management, first of all, must

propagate an innovative attitude throughout the firm. This innovative attitude needs to be

supported by an organizational architecture that allows workers to use their creativity to think

of new solutions for problems, that allows them to make combinations that are outside the

normal routines of the firm. Finally, the firm must possess the right formal knowledge to

support its innovation efforts, a firm must have the right knowledge to make the right

combinations of knowledge. In short, the sources of innovation within the firm must be

combined with each other to make collective entrepreneurship possible.

These internal sources of innovation of a firm all have a network dimension once a firm starts

looking for external knowledge. Strategy then becomes a part of a multi-actor process of

tuning objectives and methods of innovation. Management will have an important role in

managing the network. Furthermore, the organizational architecture must allow for

connections with other firms to function smoothly. A non-hierarchical and flexible internal

structure will make collaboration with other firms easier, as collaboration with other firms

essentially comes down to extending the flow of information, knowledge, etc. to parties

outside the firm. Formal knowledge also has an important network dimension as networks are

an ideal place to increase a firm's stock of formal knowledge.

Networks, thus, contribute to the innovation process, especially when they are properly

managed. That is were the specific dimensions of networks come into play. When

collaboration in networks becomes more intense the entrepreneurial function can be carried

out, at least partially, on the level of the network. In essence, networks allow for more sources

of knowledge to be involved in the innovation process. This, in turn, provides more

opportunities to make new combinations of knowledge, including combinations that

individual firms will never be able to make. Through this mechanism networks contribute to

the innovation process.

Networks and firms also have a spatial dimension. In our terms it would be more correct to

say that knowledge, flowing through firms and networks, has a spatial dimension. Knowledge

that is most relevant to innovations is often tacit and, hence, it can only exchanged, and

combined, through personal contacts. These aze best established and maintained when the

collaborating parties are located near to each other. Furthermore, geographical proximity will

have a lowering effect on the transaction costs that firms are faced with when they engage in

network collaboration - the agglomeration economies. Finally, the characteristics of the

region - the milieu of production - will affect collaboration. The spatial dimension thus
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consists of the fact that geographical proximity supports, in various ways, the exchange of

information, collaboration in networks, and, thus, the innovation process.

Once a productive innovation process is in place it will have a positive effect on new

innovation efforts of firms, it will strengthen the collaboration in networks, and it will allow

firms and networks to reap more benefit from their geographical concentration. If the sources

of innovation - firms, networks, and their spatial dimensions - are combined effectively, they

will become a self reinforcing structure. The process of innovation will then yield good

results. These results can be measured, on the output side, in terms of profit, turn-over, mazket

share, customer satisfaction, etc. For that is what the innovation process eventually is about, to

make new combinations (innovations) that will give the firm a competitive advantage over its

competitors and make its position in the mazket stronger.

ELABORATION OF THE THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Although clear in its present form the conceptual model needs further elaboration. The

theoretical background that we have discussed in chapter two provides some good footholds,

indeed good enough to draft the conceptual model. But the underlying concepts of firms,

networks, and their spatial dimensions need further discussion. We will do so by going

through the relevant literature, most of which is also being discussed by our `guiding authors':

Oerlemans, Best and Jacobs. The themes that were discussed shortly in chapter two will be

dealt with at length in future works. Also new themes, in particular related to the spatial

dimensions, will be discussed.

We also need to take a closer look at the relations between the different themes as we have

done briefly in this chapter. Only by making cleaz the interconnections between firms,

networks, and their spatial dimensions will we fully understand the concept of innovation. As

we have said at the end of chapter three, a firm must capitalize on all the origins of innovation

in order to become an innovative firm. That is, essentially, what we aim to do: to identify the

characteristics of innovative firms, to specify what it is that makes them innovative.
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De Financiële Tele~raaf
FIRST TUESDAY HET SYMBOOL VAN DE NIEUWE ECONOMIE

'Netwerkfeestje' groeit
uit tot miljoenenmarkt
~ door ROMKE SPIERDIJK

AMSTERDAM, zaterdag
Rond de duizend fris

ogende en meestal keurig
geklede mannen en vrou-
wen kwamen het afgelo-
pen jaar iedere eerste dins-
dag van de maand bijeen:
First Tuesday. Een klein
deel van hen hééft veel
geld, het overgrote deel is

~ juist op zoek naar dat geld.
First Tuesday kwam vorig

jaar september overgewaaid
vanuit Londen,waar het al een

' jaar lang succesvol was. Doel:
investeerders in contact bren-
gen met jonge internetbedrijf-
jes. Deals hoeven er niet direct

esloten te worden, het leggen
~an goede contacten is al heel

at.
Wereldwijd vindt First

I'uesday in zo'n 100 steden
plaats. Bijna maandelijks ko-
men daar wel enkele steden
bij . In oktober krijgen ook Rot-
terdam, Eindhoven en Den
Haag hun eigen feestje, later
volgen Groningen, Maastricht
en Enschede. Ondertussen
gaat Amsterdam alweer een
stap verder en gooit het roer
om. First Tuesday moet meer
zijn dan een gratis bier en een
avondje vermaak. Kortom:
het moet professioneler.

De eerste dinsdag van de
maand is in korte tijd uitge-
groeid tot een symbool van de
nieuwe economie. Begonnen
als een netwerk-feestje is het

TIM LUNN
.., graíis-bierpubliek buiien houden ...

. FOTO: RICHARD MOUW

inmiddels zélf een bedrijf ge-
worden. Kort geleden werd de
organisatie overgenomen door
het Israëlische bedrijf Yazam,
waarmee de vier oprichters
een slordige f 175 miljoen tou-
cheerden. Niet slecht voor een
club die feestjes organiseert.
Of is First Tuesday méér dan
dat?

„Absoluut", stelt Tim Lunn,
organisator van First Tuesday
Amsterdam. „We zijn een
marktplaats die als doel heeft
de markt efficiënter te maken.
Daar ontbrak het namelijk
aan. Inmiddels. zitten we op
een punt dat we zélf ook moe-
tenveranderen, willen we niet
ten onder gaan aan het succes.
Het hoort erbij: de verande-
ring is in deze branche de eni-
ge constante." Het netwerken
is in Lunn's visié namelijk nog
maar het begin. „Het zal altijd
een essentieel onderdeel blij-
ven, maar er moet nog iets bij.
We hebben nu een plek ver-
overd, dus is het tijd om het ge-
raffineerder te gaan maken."

De volgende stap draait vol-
gens Lunn om kénnisover-
dracht. „Het delen van kennis
om precies te zijn", stelt hij.
„Er lopen op zo'n avond na-
tuurlijk ontzettend veel men-
sen rond die van bepaalde za-
ken heel veel weten. Sinds vo-

rige maand organiseren we
voorafgaand aan de borrel dan
ook The First Tuesday Arena.
Een forum in de vooravond
waarbij sprekers en publiek
die kennis kunnen delen."

Nieuw zijn ook de elevator
pitches: leg in enkele minuten
tijd je briljante plan uit aan
een potentiële investeerder.
Omdat niet elke ondernemer
een ster isin het kort en krach-
tig formuleren, wordt onder
professionele begeleiding
vooraf geoefend en mediatrai-
ning gegeven. „We willen
meer doen dan ze alleen bij el-
kaar in dezelfde ruimte zetten.
Je moet ze ondersteunen", al-
dus Lunn.

Een andere manier om te
professionaliseren is het zoge-
naamde matchmaking. In
Londen al een tijdlang succes-
vol, vanaf november ook in
ons land verkrijgbaar. „Star-
tende bedrijfjes sturen hun
businessplan, aan ons op. Sa-
men met deskundigen nemen
we ze door en beslissen we
welke investeerders wellicht
interesse hebben." Wat volgt is
een soort stoelendans. De jon-
ge ondernemers zitten aan ta-
feltjes, de venture capitalist,
die het plan al heeft gelezen,
schuift aan en luistert naar de
toelichting.

Na twintig minuten klinkt
een gong en verplaatsen de in-
vesteerders zich naar het vol-
gende tafeltje. 'The money
may move' wordt er in Londen
nog bij omgeroepen. Lunn:
„Uiteindelijk gaat het erom
dat we de juiste partijen bij el-
kaar brengen. Matchmaking is
de ideale manier om dat te be-
werkstelligen."

Maar dat niet alleen. Match-
making is ook een van de ma-
nieren waarop First Tuesday
zéjf geld verdient. Toegangs
prijzen zijn net kostende
kend, de winst moet komen ui
de twee procent commissie ~

succesvolle deals, of uit het
recht om mee te investeren.
Wereldwijd verdiende het be-
drijf al ~ 150 miljoen aan het
matchmaken. „We leveren
voor beide partijen een waar-
devolle dienst", stelt Lunn.
„We kunnen ook tienduizend
gulden aan investeerders vra-
gen om mee te mogen doen aan
een potje matchmaken, maar
die ben je dan ook kwijt als je
er uiteindelijk géén zaken
doet."

Toch is er ook kritiek op de
maandelijkse avonden. Een
deel van de bezoekers ziet
First Tuesday in discotheek
Escape aan het Rembrandt-
plein duidelijk als een gezellig
avondje borrelen. Het door de
sponsor betaalde bier is voor
deze groep de belangrijkste
drijfveer een kijkje te komen
nemen. Een ander deel van de
bezoekers klaagt juist weer
over de eerste groep: er lopen
te veel onbeduidende types
rond en zaken zijn er nauwe-
lijks te doen.

„Gedeeltelijk hebben ze ge-
lijk", zegt Lunn. „Het werd op
het laatst veel te druk en er liep
te veel ruis rond. Daarom heb-
ben we ook een aantal zaken
veranderd. Het was altijd
leuk, maar het uiteindelijke
doel is toch om vraag en aan-
bod bij elkaar te brengen."

Vermoedelijk heeft een
deel van de bezoekers ook een
té hoog verwachtingspatroon.
Deals worden niet op een
avondje in de Escapegemaakt,
maar het kan wel de plek zijn
waar het begint. Netwerken
heeft nu eenmaal niet altijd di-
rect effect. Mede door een
meer thema-gerichte aanpak
en het heffen van toegang,
hoopt Lunn het gratis-bierpu-
bliek buiten te houden.

„Zie het als een piramide",
verklaart Lunn. „Het netwer-
ken is de onderste schijf. Daar-
na volgt de kennisoverdracht
en pas bovenin de piramide zit
de transactie. Het heeft alle-
maal zijn tijd nodig. Het enige
wat wij proberen is het zoveel
mogelijk te versnellen."
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EN VAN VERMOGENDE PARTICULIER

hra Bank was
voorwaarts'

LEO KEEMINK
... geen chique pand

in hei centrum ...
aandacht de komende jaren
gericht zal zijn op het uitbou-
wen van dè positie op de Ne-
derlandse hypotheekmarkt",
stelt Hoek. Delta Lloyd Hypo-
theken doet het namelijk heel
aardig: „Het afgelopen jaar
hebben we ons marktaandeel
verdubbeld, iets dat dit jaar
ook zal gebeuren."

Aandacht zal er wél zijn
voor het uitbouwen van het
klantenbestand vermogende
particulieren. „We zullen zelf
op pad moeten om klanten op
te sporen", stelt Keemink.
Delta Lloyd Securities zal
daarbij ook een rolspelen. Een
beursgang, door Delta Lloyd
begeleidt, leuert immers per
definitie vermogende particu-
lieren op, waar je vervolgens
weer diensten aan kunt verle-
nen.

Daarmee gaat DLNO de con-
currentie aan met chique spe-
cialisten als Van Lanschot
Bankiers en Fortis-onderdeel
Theodoor Gillissen. „Een
mooi pand in het centrum van
de stad is geen noodzaak",
weet echter Keemink. Ge-
boekte beleggingsresultaten
zijn in dit no-nonsense-tijd-

NIEK HOEK
... hoge Duitse

toetredingsdrempef ...
perk het belangrijkste, vult
Hoek aan, „en daar zijn we
moeilijk te verslaan".

Met de beleggingsfondsen
van Delta Lloyd en Ohra wil
DLNO - na het succes in Ne-
derland - ook de Duitse
markt op. „Maar in Duitsland
is sprake van een vrij hoge toe-
tredingsdrempel", merkt
Hoek met eniggevoel voor un-
derstatement op.

De Duitse regelgever stelt
nogal wat eisen aan de toela-
ting van een beleggingsfonds.
Maar een markt ziet DLNO in
Duitsland wel degelijk. „Het
Ohra Aandelenfonds is door
ons moederbedrijf (het Britse
CGNU, red.) onlangs ook in
het Verenigd Koninkrijkgeïn-
troduceerd, onder de naam
CGNU Global Succes Fund."
En wat blijkt? „De ponden
stromen binnen."

Wat in Groot-Brittannië
kan, kan in Duitsland ook,
denkt Hoek, zonder zijn ge-
voel voor realisme uit het oog
te verliezen: „We zullen met
onze fondsen niet meteen be-
dreigend zijn voor Dresdner,
Deutsche of Hypo Vereins-
bank."

Handel in vF
De werkgever organiseert een informatieuitwisseling. Met voor-

uitziende blik heeft hij een ontmoetingsruimte onder het Olym-
pisch Stadion te Amsterdam geboekt. Het geeft mij gelegenheid de
verbouwing te aanschouwen. Het stadion is vernieuwd, een ring
eraf, luxe kantoorruimte. De toren is gespaard. Ik laat mij lovend
uit tegenover enkele passanten. Er zit een aannemer bij. Kennelijk
is hij niet geparenteerdaan de verbouwer. Hij wijst op grondwater-
kracht. „Het stuwt, hè", zegt hij, lichtjes op de vloer stampend.
Woord en gebaar maken duidelijk dat deze, onvoorziene krachten
het gebouw omhoog drukken. Slecht voor de trcbune~dakconstruc-
tie.,,Lekkage", constateert hij droogjes.

Enfin, problemen zijn er om
te worden opgelost. Het Olym-
piseh Stadion is behouden geble-
ven. Wij hebben het in deze
kleurrijke ambiance naarde zin.
Aan de orde is het
Ondernemerspakket 2001, zoals
'Financiën' dit in de vorm van
een wetsvoorstel bij de Tweede
Kamer heeft neergelegd. Men-
sen, dit ontwerp verdient aan-
dacht: Weliswaar leest het niet
lekker weg, de insteek is prij-
zenswaardig. Men wil het on-
dernemerschap „versterken en
dynamiseren". Welstaat er, eni-
germate obligaat, tegenover dat
ook het „bestrijden van onei-
genlijk gebruik en misbruik"
niet zal worden verwaarloosd.

Dit keer is het menens. We
zijn bij het onderwerp van van-
daag: bestríjding van handel in
verlies- endaarmeegelijk te stel-
len vennootschappen. Het is be-
kend dat NV's en BV's met ver-
liesverleden dynamische onder-
nemers aantrekken. Het plan is
nieuwe activiteiten in het li-

chaam te ontplooien. Door nieu-
we winst en oud verlies te ver-
rekenen wordt, voorlopig, ven-
nootschapsbelasting vermeden.

De wetgever heeft dit door-
zien. Vanouds. De wet bevat een
anti-misbruik-
bepaling. Zij
treedt in wer-
king als de des-
betreffende NVI
BV haar oude
onderneming
staakt en voorts
voor 30 J~ of
meer nieuwe
aandeelhouders
(andere dan de

door
d rs.
P.G. KROON

aandeelhouders ten tijde van
het verliesmaken) heeft gekre-
gen. De oude bepaling geldt al-
leen voor materiéle onderne-
mingen. Beleggingsmaatschap
pijen kunnen ook verlies m
ken. Veel zelfs, maar gee
'onderneming'staken.De bel
tingrechter past, om die rede
de anti-misbruikbepaling nie
toe. Het spreekt dat de wetgever

(advertentie)
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